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ABSTRACT:This paper presentssome results of recent resyarchon British labor market indicatorsand compares them withresults for
corresponding labor market timeseries for the United States.The
indicators discussed are thosemeasuring cyclical change insuch labor
market variables as unfilledvacancies, marginal employmentadjust- ments, employment, andunemployment ¶ To providea framework for the subsequent analysisof the British indicators,peak and trough (Jates in the postwar cyclehave to be identified. Forthis paper this is done by locating the peaband troughsri unemployment (a peak ir'
unemployment representinga trough in the general cycle, andvice versa). Peaks and troughsin the individual indicatorsare then matched against the 'reference" peakand trough dates obtainedfrom the
unemployment series, The resultsof this analysis of the Britishpostwar cycle are set out insome detail in this paper. ¶ Thereis a considera-
NOTE: Some of the rmultsin this paper are adapted froman earlie, paper, "Leading indicators ofCycles in Unemploynient. An InterimReport," pisented at the Conferenceon Modeling of the U K Economy at the London Business School, julyt97The proceedings of the cijaferenceare shortly to he published in London by Heinemann Educational
Books Limited and in New York byCrane, Russak arid Co. Both papers are products ofresearch undenaken at the NationalInstitute of Economic and Social Revearcts on the possible applicationof cyclical indicator analysisto the postwar British economy Finance for the prolect has been suppliedby Her Majesty's Treasury whilevaluable advice and assistance l;aalso been given by the CentralStatistical Office CSO) and otherU.K. Government statisticalagencies, in particclarfor the statisticalseries used in this reporp the Departmentof Employment I am indebted to the NationalBureau's staff reading committee,Philip Cagan, Philip A Klein, andIke MinEr, for many helpfulcomments on an earlier draft of thispaper, and to Charlotte Bosclian for the opportunity to study her manuscripton job vacancieS,
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ble amount of published material available on the cyclical behavior of
those United States indicators which correspond to the British labor
market series. Most of this material, however, is based on the "general
reference cycle" determined by the National Bureau of Economic
Research. Before a comparison can be made with the British series, it is
necessary to recompute average leads, etc., in terms ot turning points in
the U.S. rate of uneniployment. TBecause of differences in concept
and coverage,itis possible to compare only a limited number of
British and United States labor market indicators. Also such factors as
differing trend in the two labor markets, and the effect of sampling
error on the estimation of average leads and lags could be expected to
cause some differences between the results for the two economies.
Nevertheless, the degree of agreement between the two sets of labor
market indicatorsis impressive. Only one comparison, that of tire
series measuring labor separations in the two countries, gives particu.
larly poor results. In most other instances, however, the two series
agree on the direction and the approximate magnitude of the average
timing differences. This result implies, although of course does not
prove, that similar cyclical timing patterns can be expected to apply
generally in the labor markets of these two major western economies.
FOREWORD
The origin of the National Bureau's study of international economic
indicators to which the present report contributes can be traced back to
1967. In April of that year a conference was held in London on the subject
Is the Business Cycle Obsolete? As Martin Bronfenbrenner saysiii the
preface to the proceedings volume: "From the papers and discussion it
became clear that the answer to the basic question. ..would be in the
negative except in the sense of strict tidal-type periodicity. At the same
time it was suggested that the cycle's character had changed in a number
of ways; for example, both the period and amplitude seemed to be
decreasing. ... Also, in many countriesthe cycle was taking the form of a
'growth cycle,' meaning that recessions were largely,ifnot entirely,
limited to decelerations in the rates of economic growth.... Athird
novelty, discussed in relation to several countries, was the alleged 'politi-
cal cycle'.. ..Such a cycle may result when exclusive concern with
checking inflation (during booms) produces recessions and when exclusive
concernwithincreasing employment (duringrecessions)produces
inflationary booms. More generally, it arises from the altern$ion between
undue delay in taking appropriate action and undue severity in whatever
action is finally taken."20
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The conference discussionpersuaded me andsome other participants that a new effortto assemble and analyze businesscycle indicatorson au international scale, and tomake them generallyaccessible on aprompt publication schedulewas warranted. The NationalBureau's business cycle studies over theyears had led to wider knowledgeof the kinds of
economic developments thatcan be expected to anticipaterecessions and recoveries and indicators selectedon the basis of this knowledgewere being made availablein more useful form andmore promptly by such publications as the U.S.Commerce Department'sBusiness Conditions Digest. Similar knowledgeand similar media forapplying such knowledge to current events couldbe developed for otherCountries. The work needed to be oriented toward the"growth cycle," and Iwas glad to be able, at the
conference, to point to thework that Ilse Mintzwas doing at the National Bureau in applying thisconcept to West Germanyworkthat she has since completed andextended to the UnitedStates. But a farmore extensive effort wasrequired.
Fortunately,a good deal of that efforthas,inrecent years, been forthcoming. Studiesof indicators and theircyclical properties havebeen carried out in Japan,Canada, Great Britain,West Germany, Italy,and Australia. Business cycleor growth cycle chronologieshave been estab- lished for severalcountries. Compendia ofindicator dataare being pub- lisheci. Surveys ofanticipated sales, prices,capital investment plans,etc., are being made, andshort-term forecastsare constructed formany coun- tries.Nevertheless, there isno single source ofcurrent data for the industrialized Countrieswhich brings all thisinformation togetherin a cyclical context. Norare background analyseson the cyclical performance of various typesof early warningindicators readilyavailable in Comparable form. At thesame time, the importanceof research andcurrent data Systematically organized alongthese lines has beenunderlined by the profoundconsequences for internationalmonetary relations,exports and imports, capital flows,the balance ofpayments, and inflation thathave evidently resulted fromthe presenceor absence of divergericiesamong countries in the state of thebusiness cycle in whichthey find themselvesat any given time.
The objective of theNational Bureau'sinternationaleconomic indicators project, which was formallylaunched in August1973. is to show how selected lists ofmonthly and quarterly
economic indicators forthe major developed countriescan be effectivelyorganized to throw lighton the current state of the businesscycle, or growthcycle, in the severalcountries and around theworld. O'Dea'sstudy of Britishindicators for theNational Institute of Economicand SocialResearch in Londonfits admirably into this objective,and we arefortunate to be ableto take advantage ofhis work to furtherour own. At myrequest he includeda comparison of hisresults for the British labor ma'ket indicators with corresponding data for
the United States. The Director of the Institute, Di, David G. N. Worswick,
kindly relinquisheditsrights to the publication of the study. Hence,
O'Dea's report is the first in what I hope will be a series of basic analytical
reports growing out of the project.2
Geoffrey H. Moore
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
This paper presents some results of recent research at the National Institute
of Economic and Social Research (NIESR), London, on the use ofcyclical
indicators to analyze the postwar cycle in the British economy. Part ofthat
research concentrated on the identification of turning points in unemploy-
ment, and the relationship between unemployment turningpoints and
peaks and troughs in a number of other time series measuring various
aspects of the labor market. The early parts of this paper givethe derivation
of the turning point dates, and tabulate, with some discussion, the average
leads or lags of the individual labor market indicators whenmatched
against unemployment.
The remainder of the paper then compares the results obtained for the
British labor market series with the results obtained for the corresponding
United States labor market series. A considerable amount of published
material was already available for the U.S. series. However, thismaterial
was based on the "general referencecycle" chronology determined for the
U.S. economy by the National Bureau of Economic Research. The un-
employment rate is one, but only one, of a number of series examined
when determining the location of peaks and troughs in the general
reference cycle. In order to make the material for the U.S. labor market
comparable to the British material, it was necessary to recompute leads
and lags for the U.S. labor market indicators in terms of peaks andtroughs
in the unemployment rate, rather than in the general cycle. Oncethis had
been done, a valid comparison could be made between a Britishindicator
and the corresponding U.S. series, provided of course that the two series
were reasonably comparable in their conceptand coverage.
Readers should particularly note two limitations of this paper. The first is
that the analysis, both of the cyclical behavior of the British series andof
the comparison between the two countries, does not go very farbeyond
setting out the empirical findings. Some indication is given of the reasons
for expecting particular cyclical sequences, but the reasoning isnot
particularly detailed. Ideally a longer paper should be written exploring in
more detail the implications of the tabulatedresults, but for the present,
this comparatively brief survey must suffice.
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For those who requirea more analytical treatrneiit there area number of
excellent references on cyclicalindicator analysis ot particularaspeus of
the U.S. labor market.Similar materialis not available for the U.K.
although there are ofcourse many analyses based on otherapproaches.
The second limitation is thatthere are very considerable (Jiftcrencesin
the statistical coverage of thetwo labor markets. These differencesexist both in the concept of whatis being measured and in themethods of
measurement used by the respective statisticalagencies of the two coun-
tries. Some of the detailed differencesare mentioned during the course of
this paper. The basic differencesare worth outlining at this point. Theseare that the Britishstatisticalseries on unemployment andvacancies are derived by means ofa "register" system, with monthlycounts taken at
local offices of theDepartment of EmploYment ofpersons registered as
unemployed and of vacancies notifiedto them by employers. Other labor
market indicatorsare either obtained from thesame registers or from
sample surveys of establishments.The more important UnitedStates series, on the other hand, are commonlyobtained from labor forcesurveys in which the individualor household is the samplingunit, rather than the
employer's establishment. Thisleads to a much broaderdefinition of
unemployment On the other hand,there is no United Statesseries as comprehensive as the notifiedvacancies series for Britain.
Another point to be notedconcerns the treatment of series suchas
numbers unemployed, numberson short time. etc., whichmove Contra-
cyclically. That is, when theeconomy as a whole is expanding theseseries
are contracting, and when theeconomy is contracting theyare in general
expanding. The simplestmeans of analyzing such series isto proceed as
though the series had beeninverted. The inverted serieswould of course
move in accordance with thegeneral cycle. Peaks in the invertedseries would correspond to troughsin the original series andvice versa. Series analyzed thus are forconvenience labeled "inverted" andare so labeled at
appropriate points in the tables,A final detail is that peaks andtroughs in both countries are consideredto be identified from the"inverted" unem-
ployment series,so that a peak in one or otherreference chronology is actually derived froma trough in the unemploymentseries.
It should be mentioned that thisis not the first studycomparing the leads and lags of cyclicalindicators in differentcountries, Several other studies
reach conclusions broadlysimilar to those in thispaper.4
CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGYOF CYCLICAL
INDICATOR ANALYSIS
This section givesa brief outline, for readers whomay not he well
acquainted with the subject, of thebasic concepts andmethodology of indicator analysis.The approach iiiits erihrety Wds developed uver several decades by a
number of economists and statisticians associated with the National
Bureau.5 Very briefly, indicator analysis involves examining the cyclical
behavior of selected "indicator series" and especially the timing of their
turning points in relation to peaks and troughs in the economy as a whole.
Regularity of this timing relationship is the most important quality of an
indicator although other requirements also must be met. Indicators are
classified as "leading," "coincident," or "lagging" according to the timing
of their turns relative to the general cycle. They are particularly helpful in
diagnosing the current state of the economy and a useful tool in forecasting
its future course.
The technique of indicator analysis has subsequently been employed in
a nuniber of other countries, including one earlier attempt inthe early
1960's by Drakatos6 at an analysis of the British cycle.
Although the methods used for this study are closely based on NBER
work, there are some differences in approach. The most important, men-
tioned in the introductory section, is that the analysis ol both British and
United States labor market indicators in this paper is related to peaks and
troughs in unemployment, rather than peaks and troughs in a general
reference cycle. For the United States, the reference series is the unem-
ployment rate, for Britain the total number of wholly unemployed (excluding
school-leavers and adult students) in Great Britain.7
For a complete discussion of indicator analysis, the reader may consult
the publications cited in footnote 5. The following are the most ftnportant
points:
Statistical requirements
The series must normally be seasonally adjusted and cover a reasonable
number of cycles. Also, the analyst must be aware of major economic
events (in Britain, the extreme winter of early 1963 and the coal mining
dispute in early 1972; in the United States, the steel strike of late 1959)
affecting the cyclical path of the series.
Determining turning points in individual indicators
The problems here lie initially in distinguishing cyclical turning points from
short-term irregular fluctuations, and secondly in determining where a
turning point should be located when there is a "double peak" (or trough)
or a "plateau" in the graph of the indicator. Again quitedetailed rules for
settling such points have been set out in the NBER references already
cited, and more recently a computer program has been written,8 based
on the NBER guidelines, which automatically locates turning pointsin a
series. This program was used to check the turning points given (see
Appendix) for the British labor market indicators and proved valuable for
Labor Market Indicator' in Great Britain arid the U.S. 23I
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that purpose, although thedates given by theprogram were not accepted
in every instance.
The operational guidelinesused in determining turningpoint dates, both
in the program selectionand in the judgmental selection,were as follows:
each cyclical "phase"(expansion or contraction) hadto be of
minimum length five months,
each complete cycle hadto be of minimum length fifteenmonths,
with equal, or very nearlyequal values, at a peakor trough, the
latest time periodwas taken as the date of the peakor trough.
Even applying these rulesthere are still occasions whena considerable element of judgmententers into selecting the turningpoint location, most
particularly when there isa double peak (or trough) with thetwo peaks a
considerable distance apart,or when some noncyclicaleconomic disturb- ance, such as a major strike, hasaffected the cyclicalmovements of the
indicators. Thus some of theturning point dates givenin the Appendix to this paper havean element of subjectivity andwould not necessarily be chosen by anotherobserver.
(iii) Statistical classificationof indicators
The reference cycleturning points in thispaper are the cyclical turns in
unemployment. It is inmost instances a straightforwardmatter to tabulate the leads and lags shownby an individual seriesat each cyclical turning point, althoughsome difficulties can arise when theindicator has extra turns.
The statistic bestsummarizing an indicator seriesis the average (median) lead or lag shown bythe series at peaks andat troughs. Provided the indicator series showsreasonably consistent timingbehavior, it can then be characterizedas being, with respect to thereference cycle, eithera "leading" series,a "lagging" series, ora "roughly coincident" series.'0 (The timing classificationat peaks may, ofcourse, well be different from that at troughs.)
(iv) Other desirableproperties of an indicator
Desirable properties ofindicators, in additionto timing regularity,are:
There should not betoo much variability in the lengthof leads (Or lags) at turning points.
The serieshouId conformas closely as possible to thereference cycle, expanding duringeach trough to peak phaseof the reference cycle (after appropriateallowance for anysystematic timing differ- ence) and contracting duringeach peak to troughphase.The series should be reasonably smooth ii turning points are to be
recognized quickly, particularly if used for forecasting.
The data should be publicly available within a reasonable time; that
is. in addition to a short "recognition lag,' a short "reporting lag" is
also desirable.
In the remainder of this paper, the analysis concentrates on the average
lead/lag pattern shown by each indicator, and the implicit assumption is
made that the individual series satisfies reasonably well the criteria out-
lined above. As a matter of fact, they generally do, but for brevity the
various statiStical measures showing this are omitted here.
A final point is that the median leads and lags in the tables are given
separately for peaks and troughs, as well as for the two combined. This
reflects the differences in timing sometimes apparent between peaks and
troughs. Of course some part of the differences may be caused by long
term upward or downward trends. An upward trend in an indicator, for
instance, will tend to reduce lead time at peaks and increase it at troughs.
Also, since only a limited number of time points are considered, too much
significance should not be attached to peak/trough differences.
POSTWAR CYCLES IN UNEMPIOYMENT
Unemployment Cycles in Great Britain
Figure 1 shows total unemployed in Great Britain (excluding school-leavers
and adult students) from July 1948 onwards, seasonally adjusted. In most
cases, the dates of peaks and troughs in this series can be determined quite
easily. For instance, the peaks in 1950, 1952, 1958, and 1963 are all
reasonably clearcut, as are the troughs in 1951, 1955, 1961, and 1966.
The peak in early 1963 coincided with severe weather conditions, but this
appears to have exaggerated rather than shifted the peak in unemployment.
The difficult problem lies in deciding whether there exists a genuine
cycle over the period 1966 to 1969. More precisely, is there a genuine
contraction in unemployment from mid-1968 to mid-1969, or should the
whole period be regarded simply as a not too long-lived plateau in the
general upward trend in unemployment since 1966?
The decision taken here is that there was indeed a genuine cyclical
expansion (reduction in unemployment) in 1968-69. The expansion is
certainly weak in terms of its effect on unemployment, but is of reasonably
long duration. A similar pattern is shown by almost all unemployment,
employment, and other labor market time series.
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Cycle Durations Since 1950, Great Britain
and the United States
Great Britain
(total wholly unemployed, excluding school-leavers
and adult students)
The troughs and peaks in this table are troughs and peaks in the 'invertedunemptoyment series,
corresponding to peaks and troughs respectively in the original unemployment series. This convention is
followed here, and throughout this paner, to ensure that a trough corresponds to a recession, and a peak to
a penod of prosperity.
one-half years, although individual cycle durations range from approxi-
mately two and one-half years up to six years.
UNITED STATES UNEMPLOYMENT CYCLES
Average leads or lags of U.S. series have generally been expressed in terms
of the general reference cycle chronology determined at the National
Bureau. The total rate of unemployment is only one of a number of major
series considered before the final selection of the dates of the business
cycle turning points is made. Although turning points in unemployment
roughly coincide with turns in the business cycle, they do not exactly
July 1950 Aug. 1951 13
Nov. 1952 Dec. 1955 15 37 28 52
Nov. 1958 Mar. 1961 35 28 72 63
Mar. 1963 Feb. 1966 24 35 52 59
June 1968 May 1969 28 11 63 39
Mar. 1 972 34 45
Mean duration 27 25 52 53
United States
(total unemployment rate)
Oct. 1949 June 1953 44
Sept. 1954 Mar. 1957 15 30 59 45
July 1958 Feb. 1960 1 19 46 35
May 1961 May1969 15 96 34 111
Aug. 1971 27 123
Mean duration 18 47 66 64
Phase Durations Cycle Durations
(months) (months)
Peak Trough Trough Peak
to to to to
Troughsa Peaks° Trough Peak Trough Peakcoincide, and henceaverage leads or lags interms of the businesscycle are not exactlycomparableo the average leadscomputed for British indicators interms of totalunemployment." Tomeet this problemthe leads and lagsof U.S. indicatorshave beenrecomputed, basedon turning points in the totalrate of unemployment.
The computationshave also been restricted to thepostwar period, againto ensure greatercomparability with the Britishresults.
The secondpart of Table 1 showspostwar (from 1948)turning points in unemployment'2 forthe United Stateswhile Figure 1depicts thepostwar cycles. There doesnot appear, at leastfrom casualinspection, to beany obvious connectionbetweenunemployment cyclesin the twocountries. One of the notabledifferences is thedownward drift inthe U.S.unem- ployment rateduring theVietnam warbuild-up, 1 965-69,when British unemploymentwas generally rising.
An interestingfeature of the tableis the apparentsymmetry of the cycles in the Britisheconomy, in contrastto the patternfor the American economy wherecontractions can beseen to have been ofshorter duration than expansions.This holdseven if the 1961-69expansion is omittedfrom the averages.
BRITISH LABORMARKET INDICATORS
For presentationthe indicatorsare classified into four
groups measuring the following featuresof the labormarket: marginalemployment adjustments, notified vacancies,employment,unemployment. Tables2 to 5 show,for the series makingup each of these fourgroups, the medianleads (or lags) o the series atpostwar turning pointsin unemploymentin Britain. Appen- dix Table Ashows the individualleads and lagsfrom which thesemedian values have beencomputed. Everyseries listed in thetables wasanalyzed in seasonallyadjusted form.
There isone special factorwhich has affectedthe British labormarket in the postwarperiod but notthe Americanlabor market,and which deserves mention at thispoint. Thiswas the reductionin normal hoursworked in industry (i.e., the"standard" numberof hours workedat ordinary time rates) fromapproximately forty-fourhours per weekin the 1950'sto forty hours per weekin the late1960's. Thisreduction in normalhours was concentrated intwo periods withapproximately halfthe decreaseoccur- ring in each; thefirst period beingthe calendaryear 1960, and thesecond the periodbetween the endof 1964 andearly 1966.As it happens.both these periodsare in the neighborhoodof cyclicalpeaks, and it doesappear that the changein normalhours at leastpartially affectedsome of the
28
Desniond J. O'DeaTABLE 2Marginal Fmployment Adjustments, Great Britain
(timing at postwar turning points in unemployment)
The leads, or lags, shown here are median values, not arithmetic means. It follows that the median for
peaks and troughs combined does not always fall between the medians for peaks and troughs separately,
as for instance for the total overtime series.
"Temporarily stopped" workers are those with a job on the day of the count, but temporarily suspended
from work and registered in order to claim benefits.
'Q denotes a quarterly series.
TABLE 3Adult Vacancies and Vacancies/Unemployment Ratio,
Great Britain (timing at postwar turning points in
unemployment)















adjusted for changes in normal
hours worked
1958-197215
Total hours overtime (manfg.) 1955-19723 2'Ia2½
Average overtime per operative
on overtime (manfg.)
1955-19729½ 36
Temporarily stoppedb (all industries)
(inverse series)
1948-197232'/i3
Operatives on short-time (rnanIg)
(inverse series)
1955-1 9728½ 3 5½
Engagements per 100 employed
(rnanfg.) (Q)
1948-1 9727 _3h/z6
Discharges per 100 employed
(manIg.) (Q)
1948-1 97241
Engagements less discharges per 100
employed (manfg.) (Q)
1948-1972186 9½
Total vacancies 1948-197242 3
Malevacancies 1948-1972 12 2
Femalevacancies 1948-1972 5 2½3
Ratio vacancies!
wholly unemployed 1948-19723 0 1$
TABLE 4
EmploymentSeries, GreatBritain (timing atpostwar turningpoints in
unemployment)
Series
Median Lead(-) orag (+)
(in months)
Peaks Period
and Covered Peaks TroughsTroughs Total in civil




1952-1972 - Y + 1 + 1
Employees in
employment- ntanfg.industries
1952-1972 +2½ 0 +2
Total weekly
hours (manfg.)
1956-I 972-12 - V2-
Total weeklyhours(manfg.) adjusted (orchanges in
normal hoursworked
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unemployment, 1948-72)
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timing relationchipc betweenunemployment and the labor marketindi-
cators, in particular, the averagehours and total hours series asdiscussed
below. This means that the timingrelationships at peaks established for
these two series are unlikely without someadjustment to provide a good
guide either to future events in theBritish labor market or for comparison
with United States experience. Forthis reason both these series were
adjusted by dividing them by the normalhours index (a series publishedby
the Department of Employment).The results, as discussed below,look, on
the whole, mote reasonable.
Marginal Employment Adjustments
The first lead-lag table, Table 2, presentsthose series reflecting marginal
adjustments in the employmentmarket. The series, with the exceptionof
"temporarilY stopped"13 are restricted in coverageto the manufacturing
industries. Unfortunately also,monthly data for most of the series are
available from the early 1960's only,and for the engagements and dis-
charges series not at all. For manyof the series, quarterly orbi-monthly
data for the earlier years havebeen spliced on to the monthlyseries. Of
course, the use ofquarterly data introduces someinexactitude into the
estimates of timing relationships.
We would expect employers toadjust labor input by altering average
hours worked, increasing overtime orshort-time, etc., prior to committing
themselves to increasing or decreasingnumbers eniployed.14 The results
fully accord with this expectation,generally showing leads, on average, at
both peaks and troughs in unemployment.
Some of the series requirespecial comment. The series on averagehours
worked in manufacturing industryshows a lengthy lead at peaks, butonly
a short lead attroughs. This result can be seen, fromgraphical inspection.
as the consequenceof a strong downward trend in averagehours, this in
turn resulting from the justdiscussed reductions in norma! hours (as
specified in union-management agreements,legislation, etc.) concentrated
particularly in 1960 and 1965-66.Clearly this effect reduces the valueof
the results as a pointer towardsleads at future turning points. In an attempt
to overcome this problem,the series was adjusted by dividingthem by an
index of normal hours worked (seeFigure 2). As shown in Table 2,this
adjustment virtually eliminates thelead at peaks, but gives a longerlead at
troughs. Overall the resuRs look morereasonable. Certainly the individual
leads and lags (given in AppendixTable A) show less variation aboutthe
average than previously.
The quarterly engagements and "netengagements" series, vihich repre-
sents accessions toemployment, show long leads,particularly at peaks.
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that theseriesare quarterlyonly, andalso bythe highvariability ofthe
leads. Thelast factis not, of
course, evidentfrom the
average leadgiven in
the table,but canbe seenon inspectionof graphsof theseries (seeFigure
3), andalso fromAppendixTable A. It is worth
particularmention thatthe discharges








FIGURE 3Hiring and Discharge Rates,Manufacturing,
Great Britain, -1949-1972












NOTE:Vertical lines are peaks and troughs in total
unemployment (inverted). See Table 1.
ipositiverelationship to the businesscycle,i.e.,the discharge rate
increases with prosperity anddeclines in recession. Theexplanation is that
the series includes both voluntaryand involuntary discharges.Although no
factual evidence is available onthe point,it seems that voluntarydis-
charges (quits) are the more importantcomponent. The positiverelation-
ship to the general cycleresults then from cyclicalchanges in labor
turnover, the increases involuntary discharges duringexpansion being
more than sufficient tooutweigh any reduction ininvoluntary discharges.












-.0FIGURE 4 Vacancies and Ratio of Vacancies to Unemployed,
Great Britain, 1948-1973
Tp 7 P T P F'TP I
1948'50'52'54'56'53'60'62'64'66'68'70'72'74
NOTE:Vertical lines a'e peaks and troughs in total unemployment (Inverted). See Table I
normal hours gives almost exact coincidence with unemployment turning
points at both peaks and troughs--a much more reasonable result.
Returning to the monthly employment series, we find that turning points
in employment are roughly synchronous with turns in unemployment.
Rather surprisingly, though, manufacturing employment appears to lag a
little behind the broader production employment series. It is worth repeat-
ing that both of these 'employees irt employment" series have strong trend
components relative to their cyclical movements. In the postwar period the
trend for both series has generally been upward, but within the last few
.1
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FIGURE 5Employment andManhours, GreatBritain, 1950-197326
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unemployment by Duration
Quarterly series on unemployment by durationare available for Great
Britain from 1948 with, for the shorter duration series, monthly data
124 published from mid-1963. Table 5 shows leads for the shorter duration
series gradually swinging to lags for longer durations (see also Figure 6).
This progression from the short duration series to the long durationseries is
22 explainable by the more immediate impacton the short duration series of
cyclical changes in the numbers added to the unemployment registers.
Also there is evidence that the employment prospects of short duration
unemployed are more sensitive to prevailing economic conditions than
those of the long duration unemployed.'
A point which might pass unnoticed in the use of these series is that their
2
coverage is not quite the same as the main series on total number wholly
unemployed. The total series excludes unemployed school1eavers and
adult students. These series include them. The effect is negligible for the
long duration series, but is quite marked in, and contributes considerably
to, the irregularity of the short duration series (up to eight weeks).
LABOR MARKET INDICATORSA COMPARISON
BETWEEN BRITISH AND UNITED STATES SERIES
A Uniform Basis of Comparison
As discussed earlier, the leads and lags of indicators for the U.S.economy
are customarily given relative to turning points in a "general cycle,"
determined after consideration of movements inallmajor sectors of
economic activity. In contrast, the British series refer to turning points in
only one economic variableunemployment. Although unemployment
generally resembles the general cycleat least such has been theU.S.
experience--it has been necessary to recompute the leads and lags of the
U.S. series in terms of turns in the total unemployment rate, rather than
general cycle turning points. These turning points in unemploymentare
listed in Table 1.
The published leads and lags for the U.S. seriesare in some cases based
on data collected prior to World War 11.18 Again, to get a valid comparison
with the British data, it was necessary when computing theaverage leads
and lags for the U.S. series shown in the tables to restrict the coniputations
to the postwar period, or more exactly, the period from 1949 onwards.
(See Appendix Table B for details.)FIGURE 6Unerntloymeflt by Duration,Great Britain,1948-1973
'52'54'5'58
NOTE:Vertical beesare peaks and troughsin total urnrpkynn.nt inserted).See Table I.




be seen quite easily fromgraphical inspection, and those caseswhere the
-140
problem seems most likely to arise areexamined in the text. Ihe more
120
serious problem is in ensuringthat the matched series aretruly comparable
100
both in what they are attemptingto measure, andin the methods of
8
measurement being used. Aswill become evident, itis not in fact always
0 possible to match British and U.S.series this closely.Differences in both
concept and coverage aresometimes substantial,and conclusions drawn
160 from the comparison mustbe heavily qualified. InTable 6 are shown those
120
British series (titles somewhatabbreviated) from Tables 2 to 5which can
1O0
be matched to U.S. series.Alongside are ranged the mostclosely corre-
sponding of the U.S. series.Data for computation onthe U.S. series were
80 largely taken from the BusinessConditions Digest (BCD),published by the
60
U.S. Department of Commerce.For ease of reference,their code number
as given inBCD is shown inthese tables.
40
Marginal Employment Adjustmentsand Vacancies
Of the thirteen seriesdisplayed in Tables 2 and 3, it ispossible to match
2
seven with roughlycomparable U.S. series (twoseries for vacancies). In
0 coverage the series arereasonably comparable, the greatestdifference
being in the respective"vacancy" series. The only U.S.series covering the
160 whole period (a series onvacancies in manufacturingreplaced that on
nonagricultural job openings a few yearsback) is for help wantedadvertis-
ing in newspapersOnlYroughly comparable in coverage.However, the
average leadsshown by the British andAmerican series do correspond
80 very well. The two"ratio" (vacancies/unemployed)series also match,
60
although not quite so well.
The two average hours serieshave much the same coverage,and their
leads at troughs match, butthey differ quite markedlyin their average leads
40 at peaks. Apossibility here is that the adjustmentof the British series for
changes in normal hourshas overcompensated.Following reductions in
normal hours, employerswould seek a new costminimizing equilibrium
position which, at least inthe short term, would for manyfirms involve
2G some increase inovertime, with the consequencethat average hours
actually worked would notdecrease to the same extent asnornial hours.
The adjustment by thenormal hours index would inthese circumstances
be an overcompensation.However, the adjustment seemsjustified by the
reduced variability of theleads and lags at the referencecycle peaks, as
can be seen fromAppendix Table A.
It should also be notedthat in the U.S. columnthe series matched to the
U.K. discharges series isthe one on total separationsfrom the manufactur-
ing labor force, ratherthan the more accessibledata on the layoff rate
(Series No. 3 in BusinessConditions Digest). The reasonis that the total
separations series includes"voluntary quits" as well as"layoffs" (and also







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-Iabor Market Indicators in Great Britainand the U.S. 43
discharges and other separations) and so is theappropriate series to match
against the British data on discharges. Thelatter, as explained earlier,
include voluntary as well as involuntarydischarges, with the voluntary
discharges clearly dominating the series)9
Unfortunately this success in obtaining comparability in coverage(both
series apparently derive from an establishmentsurvey) is not matched by
comparability in the results. The British series isapproximately coincident
with unemployment turns; the United States serieslags by several months,
on average.
Althoughitis tempting to speculate on the relativeproportion of
voluntary to involuntary discharges in the two countries,the necessary data
are not available to explainthis discrepancy conclusively.20
Of thethreeremaining seriesovertime, engagements,andnet
accessionsboth of the engagements series aridthe average overtime
seriesmatchreasonablywelloverall.Theremainingseriesnet
accessionsalso matches well overall, but thecomparison reveals a
considerable difference in the average lead atpeaks. The British series has
a significantly longerlead, but thereis no discernible reason for the
difference.
To sum up, of the seven pairs of series, onecomparison (discharges)
yields very poor results. Two of the other sixseries show significant
differences, well beyond a reasonableallowance for sampling error, in the
average leads at peaks (averagehours and net accessions). But these two
series at troughs, and the other four series atboth peaks and troughs. can
be seen to match well, and some verywell.
Comparison of Employment and UnemploymentSeries
The worst problems of comparabilityof coverage, and also of trend
domination of the cyclical pattern, appearwith the series on employment
(including also the total hours seriesunder this heading). Considering
particularly the differences between thetrend patterns in the two countries
(the U.S. steadily upwards; the U.K.switching to a downward trend in
employment from about 1966), the three pairsof series give surprisingly
closely matched results. The correspondencebetween the total hours series
for the two countries is, it should benoted, obtained only after appropriate
adjustment for the quite large decreases innormal hours in Britain during
the 1960's. The quarterly U.K. series oncivil employment is closely
comparable in coverage to the U.S. serieslisted opposite it. The bi-monthly
U.K. series on employees andtotal hours are, on the other hand,much
more restrictive in coveragethan the U.S. series listed alongsidethem,
which omit only the agricultural sector. Itfollows that not too much should
be read into the comparisons betweenthe series. On the other hand, thedifferences between theU.K. and the U.S.series are not large,despite the differences incoverage. Therefore. itseems a plausible
conclusion thai,if the series werecomparable incoverage, the averageleads and lagswould be reasonablyin agreement with eachother. An interestingpoint is that whereas themore narrowly definedseries are approximately
coincident with turns inunemployment, theseries broadestin coveragefor each country shows a longlag at peaks. InBritain, thiscan be explained,
as already discussed,as a result of theinclusion of thelarge, andsteadily growing, servicessector. For the U.S.series, the increasein coverageover the more narrowlydefined series isproportionally muchsmaller, beingthe addition of theagriculture sector,plus employersandself-employed. (There is, ofcourse, some overlap.)However, neitherof thesesectors is very sensitive cyclically,and this apparentlysuffices to producea lag, on average, at cyclicalpeaks.
For the serieson unemployment,the four Britishseries shownin Table 6 are based ona "register" system,that is, thecounts of unemployedare totals of those
unemployedpersons registeringthemselvesas such with the Department ofEmployment.
The "initialclaims" series forthe UnitedStates is derivedfrom a similar source. However, theU.S. series byduration ofunemploymentare more comprehensive, beingobtained bymeans of a monthlysamplesurvey of households. Despitethis differencein coverage,the serieson the two sides of the tableappear to fit reasonablywell intoa progression fromleads, for the shortestduration series,to lags for thelonger durations. The regularityof thisprogression, however,is morenoticeable forthe longer durationseries. The shortestduration seriesfor thetwo countries match moreclosely at troughsthan at peaks,while theU.S. serieson unemployed lessthan fiveweeks hasrather lengthyaverage leads in comparison to theother series.An explanationwhich wouldaccount for most of thedifferences is thefairly highirregularity of theseshort duration unemploymentseries.
SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS
This paperhas set out the
average leads (or lags)which turningpoints in a r.umber ofBritish labormarket indicatorshave overturning points in unemployment.Correspondingseries for theUnited States ofAmerica have then beensought, so thataverage lead-lagpatterns for thetwo countries can be compared.





















L.abor Market Indicators in GreatBritain and the U.S.
postwar periodor, to be exact,from 1949 onward. Further, it hasbeen
necessary to consider onlythose series which, in coverage, arereasonably
close to the nearest British counterpart.
This last restriction has reduced thenumber of possible comparisons to
those shown in Table 6. We find that in oneinstancethe comparison of
those series meas,.ring separationsfromthe labor force in the two
countriesthe timing p'terns compare verybadly. In three other in-
stancesshort-duration unempoyment, netaccessions, and average hours
although the indicators lead Ia bothcountries, there appears to be a
significant difference in the size ofthe average leads at peaks. Inthe
remaining cases, after reasonableallowance for sampling error and possi-
ble trend effects, the results domatch reasonably well. Table 7 summarizeS
the results, showing that the averagesequences among the series are
similar in the two countries, withthe major exception of the separation
TABIE 7Cyclical Tining of Labor Market Indicators atPeaks
and Troughs in Unemployment, U.S. and GreatBritain,
45
U.5. titles; the British indicator is shown in parentheseswhere the concept differs
1949-72
Indicator0
Average Lead (-) or Lag (+)
(in months)
United States Great Britain
Net accession rate, manfg. -7 9Y2
Gross accession rate, manfg. -7 -6
Overtime hours, manlg. 6 -6
Average workweek, nianfg. -ó -4
Unemployed under 5 (4) weeks -5 -2
Initial claims, unemployment insurance
(unemployed under 2 weeks) --4 -4
Job openings (vacancies, adult) 4 -3
Help wanted ads
(vacancies, adult) -3 -3
Ratio, help wanted ads
(vacancies) to unemployment -2 -1
Total civilian employment -2
Nonfarm employment (nonfarm goods
producing industries) -1
Manhours, nonfarm (manfg.) - 1 0
Unemployment, 1 5 weeks and over
(26 weeks and over) +2 ±3
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This series was first published by the Department of Employment in 1972,replacing an
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reference cycle andto tag at troughs in thegeneral cycle. Inpart, at least, thisis because theseries is relatively trendless, whereasother series usedin determiningreference cycleturns are not trend-free. Thus, forthe postwar(or post-1948) periodthe total rate ofunemployment is,
on average over allturns, exactly coincident.
At general cyclepeaks, however,the series
leads onaverage by three to fourmonths, whileat troughs it lags bythree monthson
average. (See AppendixTable B.) The mea!es of
unemployment usedfor the twocountries are quitedifferent in concept and coverage. Theseries for GreatBritain excludes,for instance, those"temporarily
stopped," i.e.,temporarily laid off,but waitingto be called backto their jobs.More
fundamentally theBritish series isbased on aregister system whilethe United States
data are obtainedfrom a monthly
household surveyand generallyuse a wider concept of unemployment.An article in theJune 1972 MonthlyLabor Review."Unemployment
in Nine Industrialized
Countries," givesunemploymentrates (or Britain, anda number
of other countries,
adjusted to U.S.definitions. tn thispaper the rate ofunemployment,
rather than total
number unemployed,is used to defineturning points inunemployment
in the UnitedStates, the formerseries being much
more widely used. Inpractice the two
series coincidealmost exactly,except at themid-1969 peakwhere the number unemployed leads therate by some months.
This differenceis insufficientto seriously
affect theaverage leads flags)shown by thevarious indicators.Data revisions,changes
in seasonal
adjustments, etc..could yet alterturning point datesin these twoseries for
the period3968-71. Thispinpoints a weaknessin the use ofa single seriesto determine
reference turningpoints, rather thanfollosving theNBER approachof basing the
reference cycleon the evidence
provided bya number of seriesof majoreconomic
significance.
"Temporarilystopped" workersare those employed
on the day of thecount, but
temporarily suspendedfrom work andregistered in orderto claim benefits.
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analysis, see M.tshaq Nadiri andSherwin Rosen,A DisequilibriumModel
of Demand forFactors of Production
(New York:National Bureauof Economic
Research, 1974).
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ork: 16.Total number of employees in empioyment increased by approximately 1,400,000 (from
21 million to 22.4 million) over the period 1951 to 1961, but between 1961and 1971
in fell by 350,000. In the earlier period the number of employees n the service industries
Th0 (i.e., outside the production industries) grew only slightly faster than thenumber in the
in production industries, and the proportion of employees in services remainedroughly
ing constant at about 49 per cent. From 1961 to 1971, however, thenumber employed in
ent services continued to grow, whereas the production industries showed anabsolute
decline. The result was to send the proportion of employees in the services or industries
be up to a record 53 per cent by 1971. (Figureshere taken from the British Labour
us Statistics Historical Abstract and the Department of Employment Gazette.The percen.
nd tages are for the 1958-based industrial classification,the 1951 and 1971 data being made
approximately comparable to the 1961 data by taking ratios over breaks iii the series.)
all 17.See R. F. Fowler, "Duration of Unemployment on the Register of WhollyUnemployed,"
at CSO Studies in Official Statistics,Research Series No. 1(London: Her Majesty's
ly
Statistical Office, 1968). This study shows that the turnover rate is much higher for those
ot who have been only a short time on the unemployment register,and also that these
is, turnover rates are apparently more sensitive to changes inthe level of total uneriiploy-
. ment than those for longer duration unemployed. This,together with the greater
o proportionate impact on the short duration series of a change in additions tothe register,
would explain why the short duration series generally "turn round" prior tothe turn in
.t total unemployed.
y 18.The Bureau of the Census Business Conditions Digest is the sourcefor almost all the
e U.S. series listed in this paper. In particular, peak andtrough dates for a number of the
series are taken from Appendix F of the Digest.
The labor force survey data on persons unemployed less than five wee:s,and the data
on total labor force separations (voluntary assvell as involuntary discharges) are given in
"Employment and Earnings," issued monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.Appendix
Table B lists the leads and lags of turning points in all these series overthe turns in the
unen,ploynient rate.
Ideally one would use the British series corresponding to the U.S. series on'voluntary
quits." Unfortunately this series does not exist. Note that a recentstudy by Paul
Armknecht and John F.Early, "The Manufacturing Quit Rate: Trends, Cycles, and
Inter-industry Variations," U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Staff Paper 7,Washington,
D.C., 1973, found the American series to be a weIl.behaved positivelyconforming
indicator with a lengthy lead at peaks.
We know that layoffs in the United States move, as expected,inversely to the cycle, and
on average lead at both peaks andtroughs. Also that quits conform positively to the
cycle and have a lengthy lead at cyclical peaks (see footnote 19).01 these two major
components of total separations, the quits series hasfrequently been dominant, in which
case the total separations series hasconformed positively to the business cycle.
However, the "layoffs" components sufficiently strong to intioduceconsiderable
irregularities into total separations, and sometimes, as in 1957-58,make separations
conform inversely. Quits start falling off before the cyclicalpeak, but then near the peak,
the surge upwards in layoffs can he sufficient to create asecond peak in the total
separarions series, and hence the overall lag apparentfor the separations series.
Similarly, at the cyclical trough, the decline in layoffs issufficiently strong to prolong the
decline in the total.
Overall, the total separation series for the United States is not asatisfactory indicator,
and attention should rather be focused on its components. The seriesis given here only
to match the British discharges series,in which the voluntary turnover component
seems, although this is not testable, to bemuch more dominant.